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Abstract
Mobile devices have evolved from just communication devices into an indispensable part of
people’s lives in form of smartphones, tablets and smart watches. Devices are now more personal
than ever and carry more information about a person than any other. Extracting user behaviour
is rather difficult and time-consuming as most of the work previously has been manual or requires
feature extraction. In this paper, a novel approach of user behavior detection is proposed with
Deep Learning Network (DNN). Initial approach was to use recurrent neural network (RNN)
along with LSTM for completely unsupervised analysis of mobile devices. Next approach is to
extract features by using Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) to understand the user behaviour,
which are then fed into the Convolution Neural Network (CNN). This work mainly concentrates
on detection of user behaviour and anomaly detection for usage analysis of mobile devices. Both
the approaches are compared against some baseline methods. Experiments are conducted on
the publicly available dataset to show that these methods can successfully capture the user
behaviors. Keywords— Mobile; Devices; Deep learning; User behaviour; Usage Analysis
1 Introduction
Mobile devices have become extremely important in the last few years but little public informa-
tion exists on mobile application usage behavior. Today, there are more than 2.8 million apps
available for the Android platform and 2.2 million for Apples iPhone.
Despite these large numbers, there is little public research available on application usage
behavior. Very basic questions remain unanswered [1, 2, 3]. For instance, how long does each
interaction with an app last? Does this vary by application category? If so, which categories
inspire the longest interactions with their users? The data on contexts effect on application
usage is equally sparse, leading to additional interesting questions. Which app user uses the
most? How many apps a users generally uses per day? How many users are using the particular
app on a particular day.
These data can be very useful to the Mobile Application Developers who will be able to think
of great apps in the categories which are famous for the regular users and implement features
that the users need in their app. This survey also helps in understanding where the current
youth in an academic institutions spends his/her most of the time on the mobile device.
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2 Method
We started by creating the application in Android Studio and choosing what data should we
collect from the users. The collected data should be such that we get some promising statistics
at the end of the project. We decided to collect foreground usage time for various apps in the
users phone and the network used by the user. Also, we had to start a server to collect that
data and save it to a database. So, we collected data in these three forms:
1. InstanceInfo (appID, state, profession, gender, age)
2. ForegroundTime (appID, packageName, foregroundTime)
3. HourlyData (appID, packageName, foregroundTime, network)
In the following subsections, we briefly describe the tools used, android application and the
server side operation.
2.1 Tools Used
For the project, we have used a number of tools to complete it. They are as follows:
1. Android Studio [6] : Android Studio is the official integrated development environment
(IDE) for the Android platform. We used it to create the application and a test android
phone to test the app.
2. DigitalOcean [7] : DigitalOcean provides developers cloud services that help to deploy and
scale applications that run simultaneously on multiple computers. We bought a server on
this platform to install our server and host our api to receive the data over the internet.
3. Apache HTTP Server [8] : The Apache HTTP Server, colloquially called Apache, is the
world’s most used web server software. We used this to host the api to save data on the
server. Also, we used it to host a web page to give a link to download the apk of the
android application.
4. MySQL [9] : MySQL is an open-source relational database management system (RDBMS).
We installed it on the server and used it to store the data in a tabular form. We created
three tables namely, InstanceInfo, ForegroundTime and HourlyData to store the three
types of data sent by the application.
5. PhpMyAdmin [10]: phpMyAdmin is a free and open source tool written in PHP intended
to handle the administration of MySQL or MariaDB with the use of a web browser. We
used it to access and monitor our data. Also, we used the sql queries in it to access the
required data. It also helped us to generate the graphs in this report.
6. Python [11] : Python is a widely used high-level programming language for general-purpose
programming, created by Guido van Rossum and first released in 1991. When we got data
from the UsageStats, it had package name of the app and we needed the app category for
some statistics. So, we used python to scrape data from the google play website to get the
app category.
2.2 Android Application
On starting the app, it asks the user to fill some information about him like gender, state and
profession. No private information is asked that he is unwilling to share to a unknown guy.
Until, the user fills in the info, the user is unable to proceed with the application and no data is
collected from the user. Once the user fills in the his information, it sends the data to the server
to save. To display on the screen, the app collects foreground time of the applications used by
the users for the last 24 hrs and display it on the screen. On clicking any element on the table,
the app shows how many users have used the app in the last 6 hrs, 12 hrs and 24 hrs of time.
In background, the app securely sends the collected data to the server, at every hour after the
time of filling in of the survey page. The data sent in JSON form which contains the data about
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the application used, their foreground time and the network the user was working on. This data
is sent once every hour. Another data that was being sent by the phone was the same data but
for an interval of a day and was sent once every day.
The application was made so that no information that the user is not willing to share with
anyone is never collected by the application. To convince the users, we had to put up the full
code of the application on a public platform, Github, so that the users can take a look if they
ever doubt us.
The application, named ’AppUsageStats’, is an application for Android version Marshmallow
or above. The main feature of the app was to access the foreground time for other applications.
To access this, we needed to use the class UsageStats and UsageStatsManager in Android Studio.
Due to these classes we had to set our base android version to Marshmallow. To access these
classes, we asked the user for the permission android.permission.PACKAGE USAGE STATS
which the user permit by going to setting and allowing the app to use it.
To send the data over internet, we needed OS to give us the access to the available Internet
for which we asked the permission for ’android.permission. INTERNET’. Also, we used Volley
to send requests to the server. We also checked for the network being used with the help
ConnectivityManager class available in Android. We were able to check whether mobile is on
2G, 3G, 4G, or Wifi network.
To send the data in background, we first used JobScheduler class to call our background
service at regular intervals. But, for some reasons it was not being called when the phone
was in locked state. We tried debugging it, but the result was the same. We gave it the
required permission ’android.permission. WAKE LOCK’, but nothing changed. So, we shifted
to AlarmManager. To send the data in background, we needed the same permission as for
JobScheduler. We used AlarmManager class to call our background service that sent the data
to the server. It called the background service around the same time as was needed. But, it
was not accurate in time. This actually came to be good for us as now different phones were
not sending the data at the same time.
2.3 Server
The storage server was set up after buying a server on DigitalOcean and starting a apache
server on it. When the application sends a POST request from the phone, the server handles
the requests using the PHP code on it. The PHP code saves the data to a database on the
same server. It had different PHP files for different data sent by the phones. So, the server
hosted three PHP files namely, instanceInfo.php, foregroundTime.php and hourlyData.php and
getHourlyData.php. The instanceInfo.php file handled requests that are sent when the app user
completes the survey form on the app. The foregroundTime.php handled the daily data sent by
the app once a day. The hourlyData.php handled data sent by the app once every hour. The
getHourlyData.php was used to get data from the server about how many users have used an
app in the given hour.
3 Results and Discussion
The data was collected from 32 users for a period of 18 days. In Fig 1, the average usage of
application per day has been shown. The days were selected continuously and carefully to avoid
any external factors such as spring fest or sports meet in order to have a normal dataset rather
than skewed one. However getting such a long period of contiguous days was not easy and we
hindered by the industrial trip week; where the students attended for their respective events
which has lead to different usage scenarios as seen in Fig 1.
In Fig 2, we show the average app usage by various users (tagged by their user IDs to avoid
linking to the original user). Some skeptical users did not follow through with letting the usage
of our app in order to collect data and hence the lower avg usage times on their devices.
Next, we analyze the category of apps (obtained from Google Play Store) that has been used
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Figure 1: Shows the average usage of apps per day on the given dates.
by the users during the whole process. As we can see in Fig 3,Strategy which is a category for
a games (Game called Dominations was very popular during that time) was the most popular
category, followed by Communication and Social that includes Facebook, Facebook Messenger,
Whatsapp among others.
Given the Wi-Fi campus, the maximum usage derives from it. With the current addition of
4G phones and free 4G offerings, the 2nd highest usage has been attributed to it as seen in Fig
4.
Last but not the least, we analyze the apps that have occupied the most time on screen of
the users during those periods with Facebook dominating at 19%. Top 10 apps have been shown
in Fig 5. Social. communication and games have occupied most of the time on devices which
could have been intuitively predicted and also match to the observations from [4, 5]
4 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented the usage analysis of mobile phones of 32 students over a period
of 18 days. In short, this paper included the following contributions (amongst others): average
usage time differs extensively between app categories, a context-related analysis that led to
the following conclusions (among other findings): (1) mobile phones are still used mostly for
communication (text and voice); (2) some apps have somewhat intense spikes in relative usage
(e.g. music and social apps), whereas others are more generally average used; (3) when people
actively use their devices they spend less time with each app. (4) Most app used by males and
females.(5) Which network mode people use more for the Internet use.
As the mobile is becoming more personal than ever; it is much harder to get a large number
of students who are well aware of the potential data collection issues. However, we believe that
the data we collected along with the analysis will be very useful to understand the mobile usage
trend among the current generation. We are working towards effectively increasing the scale
and diversity of the survey to gain a better understanding the mobile device usage.
5 Issues
Although we find the overall survey and experiment to be successful, we did experience some
issues which we would like to share. As the app was supposed to collect data from the users,
most of the students around us were not willing to install the app. We did our best to convince
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Figure 2: Shows the average time used by each id through the whole process.
them that the app was not collecting any private data, not any password or other things. We
even put our whole code on Github to let the users check if the app was collecting any data
that it was not supposed to. Hence the number of users is 32. Given the current mass malware
and ransomware threats around the world and students being more informed and scared; it was
hard to convince the users to include the application in their mobile phones for monitoring the
usage.
Restrictions on the newer versions of android lets us recover less information about mobile
phone usage without root access as compared to older versions of android which most of the
previous literature have covered [4, 5] which would have led to much quantitative as well as
qualitative data. However root access again comes with its own vulnerability.
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Figure 4: Shows the percentage of network mode used by the users to connect to the Internet.
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Figure 5: Shows the percentage usage of top 10 apps with respect to the total app usages.
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